Monitoring the invasion of an exotic tree (*Ligustrum lucidum*) from 1983 to 2006 with Landsat TM/ETM + satellite data and Support Vector Machines in Córdoba, Argentina
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A B S T R A C T

In central Argentina, the Chinese tree glossy privet (*Ligustrum lucidum*) is an aggressive invasive species replacing native forests, forming dense stands, and is thus a major conservation concern. Mapping the spread of biological invasions is a necessary first step toward understanding the factors determining invasion patterns. Urban areas may function as propagule sources for glossy privet because it has been used as a landscaping tree for over a century. The objectives of this paper were to 1) map the patterns of glossy privet expansion from 1983 to 2006 using a time series of Landsat TM/ETM + images, and 2) analyze the spatial pattern of glossy privet stands with regard to urban extent. Using six summer Landsat TM images (1983, 1987, 1992, 1997, 2001, and 2006) the expansion of glossy privet was analyzed using Support Vector Machines (SVM), a non-parametric classifier which we applied to a stack of all images simultaneously, a novel approach in its application to monitor non-native tree invasions. We then measured the area of glossy privet in a series of 200-m buffers at increasing distances around urban areas in 1983 and 2006, and compared it with the amount of privet expected in proportion to buffer area. Glossy privet in the study area has spread very rapidly during the 23 years that we studied and the SVM resulted in highly accurate classifications (Kappa Index 0.88, commission error 0.07, omission error 0.16). Between 1983 and 2006 glossy privet area increased 50 times (from 50 to 2500 ha), and 20% of all forest in the study area is now dominated by glossy privet. Most of the glossy privet dominated stands were located within 600 m of urban areas. However, the rate of glossy privet expansion accelerated substantially after 1992 and new glossy privet dominated stands tend to be located away from urban areas. This suggests that glossy privet is now self-sustaining, but expected urban growth in the area could further foster glossy privet invasion. Management and development plans should include mitigation efforts to contain this species and prevent invasion into native forests, and citizens should be informed about the risk of invasion associated with the use of glossy privet for landscaping.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Biological invasions are one of the main components of global change, negatively affecting ecosystem functioning and biodiversity (*Theoharisides & Dukes, 2007; Vitousek et al., 1996*). Invasions of non-native plants in particular can have strong effects on natural ecosystems, changing the dominant vegetation type (e.g., shrubland to grassland conversions), soil properties, biogeochemical cycles, patterns of herbivory, and disturbance regimes (*Brooks et al., 2004; Mack et al., 2000*). Invading non-native trees may result in the most substantial negative ecosystem impacts (*Richardson et al., 1994*). For example, pine invasion in the southern hemisphere has reduced the structural diversity, changed vegetation patterns, and altered nutrient cycling of grasslands and shrublands (*Richardson, 1998; Zalba & Villamil, 2002*).

Many factors determine invasion success and patterns, but most biological invasions are connected to human activities (*Lonsdale, 1999; Williamson & Fitter, 1996*). One of the potential factors related to the distribution of invasive non-native plants is the expansion of urban areas which is occurring rapidly in many parts of the world (*Antrop,*
2000, 2004). Non-native plants in residential areas can invade adjacent natural areas (Sullivan et al., 2005; Wania et al., 2006) and housing development creates habitat that can easily be invaded (due to the creation of forest edges, soil exposure, etc.; De Candido, 2004; Hobbs & Huenneke, 1992; Wania et al., 2006). As a result, rural housing and urbanization in suburban areas often cause the invasion of adjacent forests by non-native plants originally planted for landscaping (Duguay et al., 2007; Gavier-Pizarro et al., 2010a,b; Moffatt et al., 2004).

In an increasingly globalized world, the frequency and spatial scale of biological invasions are growing rapidly, and thus, there is a growing need for monitoring the spread, and forecasting future distributions of non-native plants invasions (Meyerson & Mooney, 2007; Vitousek et al., 1996). Detailed maps of invasive species' spread provide the baseline data needed for defining the factors associated with their successful invasion and are a necessary first step for successful management action (Elton, 1958; Mack et al., 2000). However, detailed and up-to-date maps of invasive species are often lacking.

Remote sensing is a very promising tool to map invasive non-native plants across broad geographic extents. The availability of satellite image archives permits mapping non-native invasive plants spread retrospectively (Cohen & Goward, 2004; Rejmanek & Pitcairn, 2002; Wulder et al., 2008). However, most existing studies have used high-resolution or hyperspectral imagery covering a relatively small area and analyzed only a single point in time or a short time (Aakash et al., 2008; Hestir et al., 2008). The limitation of such approaches in a management context is their high cost, limiting their use for long-term assessments of invasive plants spread particularly in developing countries (Asner et al., 2008; Hunt et al., 2003; Lass et al., 2005; Noydina & Ustín, 2008) and the general lack of historic data, thus limiting the use of change detection techniques to monitor the invasion process over time.

The LandSat program has been extensively used for ecosystem monitoring (Cohen & Goward, 2004; Goward & Masek, 2001) and the almost 40 year long record of LandSat imagery provides a rich dataset to map the invasion of trees at the landscape scale. LandSat images are now available at no cost (Woodcock et al., 2008) and that makes it feasible to analyze both larger areas, and denser time series. LandSat TM/ETM+ (LandSat 5 Thematic Mapper and LandSat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus) images with their 30-m resolution do not permit mapping of individual trees and it can be difficult to distinguish tree species (Foody et al., 2005). However, LandSat TM/ETM+ images have been successfully used to map invasions for single points in time for invading plants that form homogeneous patches larger than 0.5 ha and have a different phenology from the surrounding native vegetation (Peterson, 2005). Although LandSat TM images have been successfully used to map non-native plant invasions between two points in time (Bradley & Mustard, 2006), we are not aware of research that takes full advantage of multi-temporal LandSat images availability to develop detailed time series analysis of non-native plants invasion, particularly for trees.

Digital change detection can map changes in vegetation composition, and is thus a powerful tool for mapping the spread of invasive trees. Composite analysis is a type of change detection where all images are combined into one multi-temporal dataset and change classes are directly classified (Coppin & Bauer, 1994). Composite analysis allows inclusion of more than two points at a time, while accounting for inaccuracies associated with comparing two images classified independently (Coppin et al., 2004; Pu et al., 2008).

Landcover change classes obtained from multi-temporal datasets are often characterized by complex class distributions (multi-modal, non-normal). Non-parametric classifiers such as decision trees, neural networks, or Support Vector Machines (SVM) are therefore better suited for change classifications than parametric classification algorithms (e.g. maximum likelihood) (Foody & Mathur, 2004). Moreover, SVM have successfully been applied to analyze landcover changes using Landsat TM/ETM+ images (Baumann et al., 2011; Kuemmerle et al., 2008, 2009; Nemmour & Chibani, 2006). However, the suitability of SVM to map biological invasions combined with change detection techniques has not been tested yet.

We were particularly interested in invasions by non-native trees in Argentina because these invasions entail high ecological and economic costs (Chanonnet et al., 2004; Grau & Aragón, 2000; Zalba & Villamil, 2002). One of the most widespread invasive trees in central Argentina is the glossy privet (Ligustrum lucidum W. T. Aiton), native to China and imported for use as an ornamental plant (Montaldo, 1993, 2000; Ribichich & Protomastro, 1998). Glossy privet is particularly widespread in the Sierras Chicas of Córdoba (central Argentina), where it was introduced around 1900 as an ornamental plant (Río & Achával, 1904) and has become a very successful invader of forested sites resulting in dense stands that eliminate most native vegetation (Gavier & Bucher, 2004; Grau & Aragón, 2000; Hoyos et al., 2010). Glossy privet is an aggressive invader in many other countries as well, including Australia and New Zealand (Cronk & Fuller, 1995).

Glossy privet invasion results in profound negative ecological impacts. Glossy privet grows fast under both shaded and full-sun conditions, reaching heights of up to 15 m. Dispersal occurs through abundant, bird-dispersed seeds and via vegetative propagation (Aragón & Morales, 2003; Aragón & Groom, 2003). Once it reaches the canopy, glossy privet can outcompete most native plant species by creating conditions of low luminosity that hinder the regeneration of other species, ultimately resulting in glossy privet dominance (Grau & Aragón, 2000). The regeneration of native tree species in the glossy privet invaded areas is very rare (Hoyos et al., 2010). Optimal conditions for the dominant native tree Lithraea molleoides seed germination (i.e., complete sun exposure and moderate humidity, Bianco, 1989; Marco & Páez, 2000) are not found under the dense evergreen canopy of glossy privet stands, which cast strong shade all year long.

Glossy privet-dominated stands are very different in terms of their vertical structure and composition from native forests, with a substantial loss of native tree species and much less cover in both the herbaceous and the shrubby strata. As a consequence, there is a substantial biodiversity and habitat loss in glossy privet stands compared with native forest stands (Hoyos et al., 2010). Many animal species could be negatively affected by the habitat lost, while others, such as birds that feed heavily on glossy privet seed, will potentially be favored. Other potential consequences may include changes in nutrient cycling, soil properties, and disturbance regimes (Hoyos et al., 2010).

The Sierras Chicas of Córdoba have also experienced widespread landscape change since 1970, especially forest loss, forest fragmentation, and urban growth (Gavier & Bucher, 2004). Glossy privet has been widely used as a landscaping tree, and privet expansion may thus be connected to the region's urban growth. Nevertheless, the relationship between privet expansion and urban growth remains to date largely hypothetical. While earlier work has shown the potential for mapping glossy privet from Landsat TM/ETM+ images (Gavier & Bucher, 2004; Hoyos et al., 2010), no previous research has assessed privet expansion. Hence, the glossy privet invasion provides an excellent case to test the use of SVM as a change detection technique for the detailed monitoring of biological invasions using a time series of Landsat TM/ETM+ images.

The objectives of this paper were to 1) map the spread of glossy privet stands in the Sierras Chicas between de Córdoba (Argentina) between 1983 and 2006, 2) analyze the rates and spatial patterns of privet invasions, and 3) assess the relationship between privet expansion and urban development. We hypothesized that glossy privet dominated stands are spatially related to the distribution of urban areas, because urban areas act as a source of propagules and have associated disturbances (e.g. clearing of properties) that facilitate the invasion of glossy privet.

2. Study area

The study area encompasses 380 km² on the eastern slope of the Sierras Chicas of Córdoba, Argentina (−31° 17.4'S; 64° 30'W).
Elevation ranges from 450 m on the eastern plain to 1350 m on the plateau (Sierras Chicas) in the western part. Climate is temperate semi-arid with a monsoonal rain regime, average annual rainfall of 949 mm and mean annual temperature of 18.9 °C (Capitanelli, 1979a,b; Gavier & Bucher, 2004). Natural vegetation consists of four vegetation zones: Llanura (plains <750 m, dominated by Aspidosperma quebracho-blanco, Prosopis spp. and Acacia spp. forests), Serrano forest (sierras between 1200 and 700 m and dominated by Lithraea molleoides and Fagara coco forest), shrubland (between 1100 and 1000 m), and grassland (usually >1000 m) (Gavier & Bucher, 2004; Luti et al., 1979; Zak & Cabido, 2002) (Fig. 1).

Land uses, especially cattle grazing, open mining, and intense logging (both clearcutting and selective logging), have substantially altered natural vegetation communities across the entire area. Current deforestation rates are high (2.8% of remaining forest cover per year) and are increasing forest fragmentation. The remaining forest patches are under pressure from grazing, selective logging, fire, and non-native invasive plants (Gavier & Bucher, 2004).

Urban areas have grown rapidly (from 577 to 1950 ha from 1970 to 1997) with a substantial increase of growth rate after 1990 (adjusted for same study area, Gavier & Bucher, 2004) and reaching 2460 in 2006 (Data extracted from Hoyos et al., 2010). Urban growth expansion has been fueled by people moving out of Cordoba city (1.3 million inhabitants) which is within 30 km of the study area. Between 1991 and 2001, population increased from 30,124 to 42,696 inhabitants (INDEC, 1991, 2001). Urban growth was particularly strong in forested valleys as people moved closer to natural amenities (Gavier & Bucher, 2004; Zak & Cabido, 2002) (Figs. 1 and 3).

Glossy privet is widespread, occupying 1783 ha in 2006 (17% of the forested area) and forming sometimes stands larger than 150 ha (Gavier & Bucher, 2004; Hoyos, 2007; Hoyos et al., 2010). Relative crown cover of glossy privet in heavily invaded stands can exceed 80%, and regeneration of native trees is practically absent. Glossy privet is also distributed outside the heavily invaded stands, as isolated individuals mixed with native trees (Hoyos et al., 2010).

3. Methods

3.1. Datasets

To map the glossy privet invasion we used six Landsat TM and ETM+ images (scene path 229/row 82) from 1983 (December 8th), 1987 (February 4th), 1992 (January 17th), 1997 (November 14th), 2001 (January 1st), and 2006 (March 12th) obtained from the United States Geological Survey Earth Resources Observation and Science Data Center (USGS EROS) (http://edc.usgs.gov) (1983, 1987, 1992, 2001, 2006), and the National Argentine Commission of Spatial Activities (CONAE, www.conae.gov.ar) (1997). All images dated from summer or late spring after the onset of the rainy season when vegetation was in full vigor. Images were almost cloudless; the remaining few clouds were masked. Images were orthorectified and georeferenced with an RMS error<1 pixel (approximately 25 m) using 1:15,000
topographic maps from the Geographic Military Institute of Argentina, 30 control points, and 10 km of road surveyed on the ground with a GPS unit (geopositional error <10 m). The six multispectral bands of the six images were combined into a single multi-temporal stack with 36 bands that was a subset of the extent of the study area. A digital elevation model was built digitizing all the altitude contours (25-m altitude intervals) from the topographic maps and a hillshade image based on the sun position parameters of the 2006 Landsat image was included in the stack to account for shading caused by topography.

3.2. Change detection analysis


Training areas for the eight different classes were digitized on the raw Landsat TM/ETM+ images using ArcGIS 9.2 (ESRI, 2006). To facilitate the interpretation of Landsat TM/ETM+ images, we calculated the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) and the brightness, greenness, and wetness components of the Tasseled Cap Transformation (Crist & Cicone, 1984) for each image. Glossy privet-dominated stands differ substantially in structural and physical characteristics from native forest stands. Privet canopies are more dense and closed, resulting in higher absorption in the visible domain and higher reflection in the near-infrared domain and thus a higher NDVI (Hoyos et al., 2010) (Fig. 2).

Both ‘Privet 1983’ and ‘Permanent forest’ training areas were digitized based on field visits in October 2007. From the 1983 Landsat imagery, we selected sites with high NDVI that we visited in the field and checked if they were dominated by glossy privet trees older than 60 years (see below for a description of tree rings analysis). The age of the trees indicated that the canopy of the stand was already dominated by glossy privet trees in 1983, particularly the largest stand of glossy privet in 1983 (located on the outskirts of Rio Ceballos).

We then used the 1987 NDVI image to select training sites of glossy privet expansion for the period 1983–1987. We searched the 1987 NDVI image for spots that had undergone a substantial NDVI increase compared to the 1983 NDVI image. We compared the spectral signature of the areas considered privet expansion between 1983 and 1987, with the spectral signature (from the 1987 image) of the reference site. The same procedure was applied to select training site polygons for the privet expansions in the subsequent time periods. We

![Fig. 2. Examples of differences in the appearance of glossy privet and native forest canopy in the field, in Landsat TM/ETM+ images, and in the spectral feature space.](image-url)
restricted the selection of training sites within a mask of forested areas developed from a 2006 Landsat image classification (Hoyos et al., 2010).

Once training polygons were digitized, a random sample of 400 locations (pixels) for each class was selected from the polygons. For two classes (`Privet 1983' and `Expansion 1987–1992'), relatively few training polygons could be located because glossy privet dominated areas were still rare back then and we therefore used all available training pixels (150 and 250, respectively).

The training sites were used to parameterize a Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier. The basic idea of SVM is to define a hyperplane that separates points corresponding to two different classes in a multidimensional space (Foody & Mathur, 2004; Huang et al., 2002). The hyperplane that best discriminates two classes has a maximum distance between the hyperplane and the closest training samples (the support vectors) (Burges, 1998; Pal & Mather, 2005). When classes are not linearly separable, a kernel function transforms training data into a higher dimensional space where a separating linear hyperplane can be fitted (Huang et al., 2002; Pal & Mather, 2005). This allows SVM to handle complex class distributions and makes SVM well suited for multitemporal classifications where complex class distributions are frequent (Kuemmerle et al., 2008).

We used a Gaussian kernel function, which requires setting a parameter \( \gamma \) to control the kernel width, and a parameter \( C \) to determine the magnitude of penalty given to misclassified training samples. \( C \) is thus a regularization parameter that considers the distance that the misclassified training sample is away from the correspondent hyperplane (Foody & Mathur, 2004). To apply the SVM to classify satellite images we systematically tested a wide range of \( \gamma \) and \( C \) combinations and compared them based on cross-validation errors (Janz et al., 2007).

A potential limitation of SVM is that it was designed for binary classifications, but in landcover classification usually more than two classes are mapped. We used a one-against-all strategy, where one individual class is classified at a time, and all the other classes are grouped into a single class also included in the classification. When a pixel is classified in two or more classes, a confidence criterion (dependent on the distance of a pixel to the hyperplane) is calculated and the pixel is labeled to the class with maximum confidence criteria (Vapnik, 1995).

Once optimal parameters were found for all binary problems, we used the resulting SVM to classify the multitemporal stack of the six Landsat TM images and to derive a map of glossy privet expansion. The SVM parameterization and classification were performed with the software imageSVM (Janz et al., 2007, www.hu-geomatics.de). To obtain a final map of glossy privet expansion all patches <4 pixels (using a 4-neighbor rule) were eliminated by merging them into the largest neighboring patch, to eliminate small artifacts from the classification (minimum mapping unit approximately 0.5 ha).

3.3. Field data and classification accuracy

Three data sets were used to validate our glossy privet map. First, we measured diameter at breast height (DBH) of all glossy privet trees larger than 10 cm, and of all native trees, in a stratified sample of 46 plots, each 100 m² in size, in October and November 2007 (Elzinga et al., 1998; Hays et al., 1981). In a 20-m radius circle, we also cored the three largest glossy privet individuals to estimate tree age (Avery & Burkhart, 2002; Elzinga et al., 1998). Although the use of tree cores has been applied to analyze the history of trees invasions (Zalba & Villamil, 2002), we applied it as a novel approach to validate classifications of invasion expansions in a satellite image time series. The sampling plots were distributed based on a preliminary glossy privet map derived from the 1983, 1997 and 2001 Landsat images. Tree cores were sanded and growth rings counted using a magnifying glass in eighty cores for which reliable counting was possible. Growth rings counts were used to fit a linear regression to relate DBH to tree age. Second, we used a set of 93 sample plots of 100 m² recorded in 2002 in areas of glossy privet and native forest stands (Hoyos, 2007). Finally, we added 85 random validation points for the “other” class, considering its extension and different land covers included, 31 points recorded in the field and 54 using Quickbird images (available in Google EarthTM, http://earth.google.com). Using all three datasets we calculated a confusion matrix, error of omission and commission, and the overall and individual classes Kappa index. Kappa index ranks between 0 (total disagreement) and 1 (total agreement) (Congalton, 1991; Foody, 2002).

3.4. Relationship of privet expansion and urban areas

We calculated the area of glossy privet dominated stands in multiple rings of 200 m width around urban areas to analyze the spatial relationship between glossy privet stands and urban areas. The proportion of the total glossy privet area located in each interval was compared to the proportion of the total study area contained in that ring, as an index of the expected glossy privet distribution under randomness (e.g. proportional to the available area in each buffer). To analyze the relationship between urban growth and glossy privet expansion we measured the area of glossy privet stands in 200-m wide intervals from urban areas in 1983 (urban areas mapped with a maximum likelihood classifier from the Landsat TM image of 1983), and 2006 (urban areas extracted from the map of the study area presented in Hoyos et al., 2010), and for the expansion of glossy privet stands from 2001 to 2006.

4. Results

4.1. Expansion of glossy privet stands

Between 1983 and 2006, glossy privet dominated stands expanded in the study area from 50 to more than 2500 ha (Table 1). In 2006, glossy privet stands represented more than 20% of the total forest present in the study area. The expansion of glossy privet was relatively slow between 1983 and 1992 (326 ha, 36.2 ha per year), but invasion rates increased rapidly between 1992 and 2006 (2125 ha, 152 ha per year) (Table 1).

In 1983, most glossy privet dominated areas were contained in a few small stands located in the urban areas of Rio Ceballos and Salsipuedes, as well as a few hectares of glossy privet south of Rio Ceballos located between urban areas and native forest stands. Between 1983 and 1987, glossy privet expanded particularly in native forests located on the slopes west of the town of Rio Ceballos, following a south-west direction along a river located west of Rio Ceballos and in a few stands west of the town of Salsipuedes. Between 1987 and 1992, a few new glossy privet dominated stands appeared in the area between Rio Ceballos and Salsipuedes, and also as an expansion of the glossy privet stands on the slopes west of Rio Ceballos (Fig. 3).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Glossy privet stand area (ha)</th>
<th>Privet expansion (ha)</th>
<th>Percent growth of glossy privet area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1075</td>
<td>699</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1783</td>
<td>708</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2501</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest in 2006</td>
<td>9440</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other classes in 2006</td>
<td>26,048</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The rapid expansion of glossy privet after 1992 had two well-defined patterns. Between 1992 and 2001, there was again a large expansion of glossy privet dominated stands between Rio Ceballos and Salsipuedes, and west of Rio Ceballos. However, another large increase in glossy privet area occurred around the town of Unquillo in the southern part of the study area. Between 2001 and 2006 the expansion of glossy privet dominated areas occurred mainly south of Salsipuedes, but also in the narrow valleys dominated by native forests in the north of the study area (Fig. 3).

4.2. Classification accuracy and stand age

The SVM classification of glossy privet expansion accurately classified the rapid spread of glossy privet during our study period (Fig. 4). Our 2006 classification had a high degree of accuracy. Glossy privet showed an agreement of 84% with a very low commission error (0.07), and a slightly larger omission error (0.16, Table 2). The overall accuracy for the 2006 map was 84%. The overall Kappa index was 0.76; 0.88 for glossy privet, 0.52 for native forest and 0.83 for the other cover types.

The mean age for the whole sample of cored trees was 26.02, with a maximum of 50 and a minimum of 10. A linear model of the relationship between DBH and tree age showed moderate predictive power ($r^2 = 0.63$, Tree age = 4.11 + 0.9267 DBH, Fig. 5). According to our model, the oldest individual glossy privet that we recorded was 62 years old (with a DBH of 63 cm). This individual was located in a small patch of very large glossy privets planted in a small riparian park in the town of Salsipuedes and classified as a privet-invaded stand in 1983 in the satellite classification.

Both the number of tree growth rings and the DBH counted decreased as the satellite classification-derived date of invasion increased (Fig. 6). Tree age showed the most consistent relationship with the time of glossy privet expansion (Fig. 6B). Mean DBH was largest in 1983 and decreased substantially in the plots invaded by glossy privet between 1983 and 1987, but remained stable from 1987 to 2001 (Fig. 6A).

4.3. Spatial relationship between glossy privet stands and urban areas

We found a strong spatial association between glossy privet stands and urban areas. The proportion of glossy privet dominated areas in 1983, and 2006, and of the glossy privet expansion area between 2001 and 2006 decreased with distance from urban area (Fig. 7). The proportion of total glossy privet dominated area located <600 m from urban areas was substantially larger than the proportion of the study area represented by the buffer area, whereas the proportion of glossy privet area located between 600 and 1200 m from urban areas was proportional to the available area (Fig. 7).

In addition to the general pattern of more glossy privet closer to urban areas, there was a change in the distribution of glossy privet...
proportions around urban areas between 1983 and 2006. In 1983, a large proportion of total glossy privet dominated areas (82%) was located <600 m from urban areas. In 2006 the proportion of total glossy privet dominated area located <600 m from urban areas had decreased (52%), but a substantial proportion of glossy privet area was

Table 2
Accuracy assessment (confusion matrix, omission and commission errors presented as frequency, and Kappa index) for the classification of Landsat images for the study area in three classes (Glossy privet stands, native forest, other) in 2006, considering the glossy privet expansion since 1983.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification data</th>
<th>Glossy privet</th>
<th>Native forest</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Commission error</th>
<th>Kappa index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glossy privet</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native forest</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>224</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omission error</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall classification accuracy = 84%; overall kappa: 0.76.

Fig. 4. Example of expansion of glossy privet dominated stands in 1983 and results of the change detection with Landsat TM/ETM+ in the three subsequent time periods. Color composite images (bands 4, 3, 2) in the left column, and superimposed classification results in the right column.

Fig. 5. Relationship of tree age and diameter at breast height for 79 glossy privet trees cored in the study area in 2007.
located >600 m from urban areas. In other words, between 2001 and 2006 glossy privet expanded outwards from urban areas (Fig. 7).

5. Discussion

Glossy privet spread rapidly in our study area. In 1983, glossy privet was only present in a few small stands in urban areas, but expanded to become one of the main vegetation types, accounting for more than 20% of the forested area in 2006. The spread of glossy privet was relatively slow until 1992. After 1992, there was a substantial increase in the rate of native forests conversion to glossy privet stands, reaching a maximum rate in the period from 2001 to 2006. This trend indicates that the glossy privet invasion is likely to continue at a fast pace. For example, after 1992, the rate of glossy privet expansion in certain areas (e.g., between the towns of Río Ceballos and Salsipuedes) was close to the 76 m per year found for *Mimosa pigra* in northern Australia, a woody weed that invades wetlands (Lonsdale, 1993).

The rapid expansion of glossy privet stands in the study area can be explained by the presence of forest stands where glossy privet is mixed with native trees. The five-year time span used in the multitemporal analysis is not enough to allow for the establishment and growth of a new glossy privet stand. Rather, the fast expansion of glossy privet is likely the result of a change in the dominant tree species in forest stands during the last stages of invasion, when glossy privet grows taller than native species and dominates the canopy cover (Hoyos et al., 2010). A similar pattern has been observed for *Alianthus altissima* and results in fast ecosystem shifts towards invasive tree-dominated stands (Knapp & Canham, 2000).

Glossy privet age estimates obtained from tree cores confirmed the temporal expansion patterns of invaded areas obtained from the multitemporal Landsat TM/ETM+ data. Individual trees recorded in glossy privet stands already invaded in 1983 were large (up to 120 cm DBH) with an estimated age of up to 62 years. This means that the oldest trees in the study area were approximately 37 years old in 1983, and thus tall enough to be detected in the 1983 Landsat TM image. However, differences in tree ages among the more recently invaded areas were small, although there was a clear tendency towards younger trees in more recently invaded stands.

The natural variability in structure and composition of native forests is most likely the reason for the small differences in glossy privet ages found in more recently invaded areas. Native forest in the Sierras Chicas can be very heterogeneous, presenting different heights, stems densities, cover and species composition depending of ecological conditions of the site (i.e., soils and topography) or the degree of disturbance (e.g. overgrazing and logging) (Zak & Cabido, 2002).

Glossy privat invasion is slower where native forests are tall and dense (Aragón & Morales, 2003). As a consequence, glossy privet trees of the same age could be dominant in some stands but still part of the understory in others.

The strong spatial relationship between urban areas and glossy privet stands is most likely caused by two processes. First, urban areas can act as a source of propagules invading adjacent areas. Forests surrounding urban and suburban areas often have large numbers of non-native invasive plants. For example in Canada, forest fragments in urban landscapes around Ottawa and in Manitoba contain more non-native invasive plants than do fragments in agricultural landscapes (Duguay et al., 2007; Moffatt & McLachlan, 2004; Moffatt et al., 2004). The location and distance of urban areas as seed sources is a determining factor in glossy privet colonization (Grau & Aragón, 2000). In the study area, the oldest glossy privet trees were located in urban recreational areas, concordant with its use as an ornamental plant starting around 1900 (Río & Achával, 1904).

Second, disturbances related to urban development often result in open areas and bare soils that favor the establishment and spread of exotic invasive plants (Davies et al., 2000; Theoharides & Dukes, 2007). In the Sierras Chicas of Córdoba, urban development has resulted in substantial logging of native forests, creating areas of bare soil. Much of the forest invaded between 1987 and 1992 was logged in the 1950s and 1960s in preparation for urban development that never materialized (Gavier & Bucher, 2004).

The homogeneous population structure of the glossy privet stands in these areas can be explained by the rapid invasion after logging. Soil disturbance favors the establishment of glossy privet, eliminates the competition of other plants and increases the availability of nutrients and water (Buchanan, 1989), and glossy privet is common in secondary forests that originated in abandoned citrus plantations (Aragón, 2000). Again, similar patterns have been found elsewhere. For example, deforestation of large areas in Puerto Rico, and subsequent forest regrowth, resulted in rapid expansion of invasive exotic trees (Lugo, 2004).

Changes in landscape pattern due to human activities can also facilitate plant invasions, because landscape configuration can determine the rates of non-native plant dispersal (With, 2002). Human activities in the Sierras Chicas of Córdoba resulted in a landscape that facilitates the glossy privet invasions, because urban growth and rural sprawl cause native forest loss and fragmentation, and an increase in forest edges that are easily invaded (Gavier & Bucher, 2004; Theoharides & Dukes, 2007; Gavier-Pizarro et al., 2010a,b). The fast spread of glossy privet in the Sierra Chicas of Córdoba is thus likely the result of complex interactions between landscape pattern, including the location of urban areas near forests that are most
vulnerable to invasion, and the ecology of dispersers (i.e., birds) (Hastings et al., 2005).

Landsat-type images provided an excellent data source to map glossy privet invasion. For example, the 84% detection accuracy for glossy privet stands was higher than the 65 to 74% accuracy found for mapping gramineae invading pastures with Landsat TM/ETM+ images (Bradley & Mustard, 2006). The small commission error (0.07) indicates the high accuracy of all the areas mapped as glossy privet (all glossy privet mapped stands actually represent glossy privet areas in the field). However, we also obtained a slightly larger omission error (0.16), indicating that there is a small proportion of glossy privet invasion conditions that were not detected with our classification approach. Some of these omissions may have been resulted from our elimination of isolated pixels, which helped, however, to reduce commission errors. The one area were Landsat TM/ETM+ images had limitations for mapping glossy privet was in the case of mixed stands of glossy privet and native forests, which could not be reliably detected with the spatial and spectral resolution of Landsat’s TM/ETM+ sensors.

The combination of Support Vector Machines and change detection techniques resulted in a promising technique to monitor non-native plant invasions. The change detection analysis and Support Vector Machines classification were very useful for mapping the expansion of glossy privet dominated areas, i.e., very homogeneous stands where glossy privet accounts for more than 80% of canopy cover (Hoyos et al., 2010). However, glossy privet is also widely distributed as dispersed individuals forming mixed communities with native trees (Aragón & Morales, 2003; Hoyos et al., 2010). Substantial

Fig. 7. The proportion of glossy privet dominated stands at different distances from urban areas for glossy privet in 1983 (top), for glossy privet in 2006 (middle), and for stands newly invaded from 2001 to 2006 (bottom). White bars indicate the proportion of the total study area contained in each 200 m buffer, as an index of the expected distribution of glossy privet under randomness (proportional to the available area).
portions of the areas that we classified as native forest may thus represent mixed stands and early stages of glossy privet invasion. Our results are thus conservative, and field research may reveal even higher amounts of glossy privet than what is reported here.

Our findings have important management implications. Urban growth in the area is rapid and expected to continue at a fast rate and into forested areas (Gavier & Bucher, 2004). Our measures of urban area and urban growth were probably conservative; because Landsat TM/ETM+ images did not allow mapping low housing density and isolated houses in areas dominated by natural vegetation. However, landscaping on such properties can be an important source of non-native plant propagules if invasive species are planted (Gavier-Pizarro et al., 2010b). The expansion of urban areas will exacerbate glossy privet invasions into remnants of native forests that are already threatened by logging and the ecological consequences of fragmentation (Zak & Cabido, 2002; Gavier & Bucher, 2004).

The consequences of glossy privet expansion in the study area can be profound in terms of biodiversity loss and ecosystem change. In glossy privet dominated stands, most of the native species of trees and shrubs are eliminated (Lichstein et al., 2004), forest vertical and horizontal structure is greatly reduced, and with it the plant diversity decreases, and microhabitat for animals changes (Dascaino et al., 1994; Hoyos et al., 2010). The preference of glossy privet for more shaded and humid conditions (Swarbrick et al., 1999) coincides with the areas where the native forests in the Sierras achieve the least canopy cover (Zak & Cabido, 2002), thus increasing the likelihood of negative impacts of native forest of special conservation value. The invasion process will accelerate if native forests conditions are degraded by selective logging, clearcuts, overgrazing, or urban development (Gavier & Bucher, 2004). Also, bird-mediated glossy privet seed dispersion means that glossy privet can reach and invade the last relics of native forest in steep topography not affected by logging, housing or overgrazing (Hoyos et al., 2010).

Conservation plans for the area should consider the importance of keeping the urban areas away from natural forest of high ecological value to avoid glossy privet invasions. Environmental education and communication with landscaping firms, developers and homeowners could help prevent glossy privet’s use as an ornamental plant in new urban developments, particularly in the countryside. Although glossy privet is still used as an ornamental in the study area, several NGOs, scientists and managers are preparing a list of potential environmentally harmful exotic plants (including glossy privet) that will be presented to the authorities to prohibit their use as ornamental plants in streets and public parks (G. Gavier-Pizarro, pers. obs). At the same time, continued monitoring of glossy privet expansion is crucial. The SVM-based method we developed here and the availability of free Landsat TM/ETM+ imagery provides managers and scientists with a powerful toolset to assess the spatial distribution and detailed temporal expansion of glossy privet at a landscape and regional scale, and to ultimately better understand the factors that determine large-scale glossy privet invasions in Argentina and elsewhere.
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